
1. To organize programs of exchange of groups for training of firemen from Russia 

to Germany, Sweden and Norway. Level - chief of the shift, the operative staff of 

fire service on duty. Many firemen visit such trainings at their own expense. We 

have to organize then in a descent official way.  

2. Firemen of the whole world use tactics of the active ventilation on fires PPV-NPV 

It’s actively developed in Sweden and Germany. It only starts to appear in 

Russia. Work is being conducted on the level of enthusiasts. Methodical 

recommendations about active ventilation on fires developed in Moscow. It will 

be very useful to organize a series of the seminars for firemen from Russia with 

invitation of experts from Sweden and Germany.  

3. Smoke divers competitions are annually hold in Murmansk and Petrozavodsk on 

very good level. Participants, firemen arrive from Finland and Germany arrive at 

their own expense. Would be good to organize that teams are supported in 

proper official way to arrive to those competitions.  

4. Chemical hazards training in Sweden is conducted on the top level and highly 

valued by our rescuers. In the Russian chemical hazards course based on 

Polivannogo center in Arkhangelsk, where several dozens of tons of ammonia 

and chlorine are utilized, participants get real experience. Rescuers from Finland 

and Sweden appreciate training in that center. We propose to organize programs 

of exchange of groups for training of rescuers. 

5. “Close to reality” exercise in the training center in Moscow - with actors in roles of 

the victims, with professional make-up and special effects. (Head of the course - 

the rescuer of 1 class A.V. Dergachev). Foreign delegations – from GB and US 

were very much impressed because of combination of professional drills along 

with strong psychological effect and agreed on importance of such training for 

rescuers. If interested, we could organize such training for rescuers from your 

countries too.  

6. Something to remember – we propose to organize a joint jump on the North pole 

on parachutes: annually to the area of the North Pole jumps a group of 

parachutists for organization of scientific camp Barneo (not mix with Borneo). 

There is an arrangement to make a joint jump – internationally, together with your 

rescuers.  


